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Introduction

• To predict what is the primary diagnosis category for the hospital visit

⿐鼻咽咽炎
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Challenges

The RNN model is lack of interpretability

-> Add attention layer into the model

Irregular sampling of patient visits

-> Consider visit interval in the hidden state

Interpretable, time-aware, disease-sensitive RNN model�
Timeline
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Problem setup

• The    i-‐th    patient    consists    of     a     sequence    of     Ti     visits     V1i,V2i,V3i,۔۔۔,VTii     ordered     by     the 
visiting    time۔ 

• The     j-‐th     visit    Vji     is    a     2-‐tuple    Vji     =    (ξji,τji)  

• ξji ︎     consists    of    a    set    of     unordered    medical    codes     ξj =    [c1,c2,…,c*ξji *  ] 

• τji     is     the     admission     day     of     the     visit 
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The Similar Simple Framework

                     ：   Each code contributes equally to the final visit representation.    
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The Timeline Model
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The Timeline Model - 1attention weight     

• query     vector    and    key    vector    for    cn 

• query      vector    :     qn      =     WQ    en, WQ      ∈    Ra×m     

• key    vector    :     kn =WK en,  Wk      ∈    Ra×m                                                     
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•    attention    value    : 

•   

•                                                    is    the    scaling    factor



The Timeline Model - 2final visit representation     

• δ     function     :    representation    how    disease    cn    diagnosed    at    ∆t    ago    affects    the    condition    at    
the    time    of     prediction 

•   

•                                   ,                                     are    disease-‐specific    learnable    scalar    (initial    and    through-‐ time    influence) 

• ∆t     =    τi −τj    ,    time    interval    between    Vj    and    the    prediction     Vi 

• sigmoid    function
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• context     vector    gn    : 

•



• final    visit    representation    : 

•  
     

The Timeline Model - 2final visit representation     
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• target    label    :      
• yi ∈ RL   ,    one-‐hot 

• prediction    process    : 
•   
•   

The Timeline Model - 3prediction     
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• loss    function    :    
• negative    log    likelihood    :     
• average    of    instance    losses    for    multiple    instances    in    implementation



• analysis     weights     associated     with     each     embedding     e     of     medical      code     c :  

•  :  

The Timeline Model - interpretation    
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•                                                      if φ(cx)   is    large    then    it     contributes    to     the     final     prediction      more



Data Sets

• SEER-Medicare Linked Database 

• records each visit if a patient as a set of diagnosis, procedure billing codes. 

• contains inpatients, outpatients and carrier claims from 161,366 patients from 
2000-2010
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• In this experiment, we use 

• inpatient dataset : ICD-9 diagnosis, procedure codes 

• mixed dataset : ICD-9, CPT codes

• to predict the primary diagnosis of future inpatient visits, ICD-9 diagnosis codes are 
grouped into 18 major groups



Data Sets
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Baselines

• Majority    predictor    :    always    predicts    the    majority    class 

• RNN -‐ uni    :    uses     the     sum     of     code     embeddings     as     visit     embeddings     and     feeds     into     a     unidirectional     LSTM  

• RNN -‐ bi    :     uses     the     sum     of     code     embeddings     as     visit     embeddings     and     feeds     into     a     bidirectional     LSTM 

• Dipole    :    uses      location-‐based      attention      and    feeds     into     a      bidirectional     RNN  

• GRNN -‐ HA    :     uses      hierarchal      attention     ;    calculates     attention      weights      for     medical      codes      and    patient     visits۔ 
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Results

• The benefits of bi-LSTM on inpatient dataset is small: 
•  The claim number is smaller in inpatient dataset than in mixed dataset
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Results

• Awareness of distance between visits
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Results

• The model learned which code has huge influence
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Results

• The model is sensitive to the exact time of past clinical events

腫瘤
循環系統疾病

⾼高膽固醇⾎血症
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Results

• Each disease has 
different 
progression 
function

肝硬化 流感

⼼心臟衰竭 原發性⾼高⾎血壓

急性會厭炎
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Conclusions

• It is important to take sampling irregularity and different disease progression 
patterns into consideration.  

• Uses an attention mechanism to aggregate context information of medical codes  

• Uses time-aware disease-specific progression function to model how much 
information of each disease flows into the RNN.  

• The interpretability of the model : Timeline 
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